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QUASI-SUBORDINATE FUNCTIONS AND COEFFICIENT
CONJECTURES

By SuK-YOUNG LEE

1. Introduction.

Let fez) and F(z) be two functions which are single-valued and analytic in the disc
D= {z: Iz I<R}. The function fez) is said to be subordinate to FCz) in D if there exists
an analytic function w(z), bounded and regular in D, Iw(z)"l<lzl<R, for which

f(z)=F{w(z)} in D.

In this case we write fez) -<F(z) in D.
H g(z) and G(z) are two functions analytic in D for which

Ig(z)I<IG(z)1 in D,

then g(z) is said to be majorized by G(z) in D. The concepts of subordination and maj
orization often play dual or related roles in many theorems involving analytic functions.
In order to attempt a unification of the two concepts we introduce the concept of quasi
subordination.

DEFINITION. Let f(z)=Ea,.z", F(z)=i':A"z" be analytic in Izl<R. Let ,p(z) be a
o 0

function analytic and bounded for Izl<R, I,pCz) 1<1, such that f(z)/,p(z) is regular
and subordinate to F(z) in Izl<R. Then fez) is said to be quasi-subordinate to F(z) in
Izl<R relative to ,p(z).

H fez) is quasi-subordinate to F(z) relative to ,p(z) we shall often say simply that
fez) is quasi.subordinate to F(z) and write fez) -<qF(z) for Izi <R. We have

f(z)=,p(z)F{w(z)}, Iw(z) I<lzl<R.
Two special cases of quasi-subordination are of particular interest:
(1) H ,p(z)=I, then fez) is subordinate to F(z) for Izl<R.
(2) H w(z)=z, then fez) is majorized by F(z) for Izl <R.
Unless otherwise specified we shall assume in what follows that R=l and D is the unit

disc E={z: Izl<I}.

CoNJECTURE. (Robertson, 1968) Let f(z)='fA.z"-<qF(z)=r,Anz" in E where F(z) is
1 1

univalent in E, then

1a..I<nIA11, n=1,2,3,4,······

This conjecture was proved to be true for n=l, 2, and 3. It is also true for all n if the
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coefficients An are all real. It is the purpose of this paper to establish theorem 1 and the
orem 2 to support the truth of conjecture in case when F(z) is starlike or spiral-like in E

and for all sufficient~y large values of n>No(F).

2. Preliminary results.

We let

"" ""
if>(z) = 2:,{J"y", w(z) =L,d;'

o 1

I~(z) 15 1, Iw(z) 1<lzl, f(z)=¢(z)F{w(z)}, .'::EE.

LEMMA 1. If f(;:) -<q FI(z) and F I(z) -<q F2(z) , then fez) -<qF2(z) in E.

Proof. f(Z)=if>I(Z)FdwI(Z)}
F(z) =if>2(z)F2{W2(Z)}

where if>1> ¢2' WI. W2 are appropriate bounded analytic functions in E. It follows that

fez) =¢3(z)F2{W3(Z)}

where if>3(Z)=if>I(Z)¢2{WI(Z)}, 1¢3(z) 1<1
and W3(Z)=W2{Wl(Z)}, IW3(z)!=lw2{wI(z)}I<lwI(z)I<lzl<1 in E.
Hence fez) -<qF2(z) in E.

LEMMA 2. If fez) -<qF(z) in E and F(O) =0, then

fez) -<qL~'EL-<q F~L in E.

Proof. Since f(z)=¢(z)F{w(z)}, F(O) =0, w(O) =0, we have f(O) =0. Thus fez)
z

and F(zL are regular in E
z '

J~L= ( if>(z)w(z) ) F{w(z2.L
z z w(z)·

Since 1if>(z)w(z)/zl<l in E, we have J~L-<q f~E)_.

Since If(z) I< I f(;) Iwe have fez) -<q .f~) • By Lemma 1, it follows that f(z)-<q

F(zL in E.

LEMMA 3. Let fez) -<qF(z) in E. Then for any p>O and O<r<l,

J: if(reiQ
) IPdO<J: IF(reiQ

) IPdO.
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Proof. Since ~~~ -<F(z) in E, we have [l1J

]:I~~~~~ IPdO<t IF(rei°) IPdO

and, since ItjJ(z) I<1 in E,

r: If(reiO
) IPdO<f: I ~~~~:~ IPdO.

Proof. Let s,,(z)="taJeZJ, S..(z)='tA,.zk, R..(z)=tA,lZ~
i=O i-O i-.+1

Then s..(.~) + faJeZJ=fez) =tjJ(z)F{w(z)} =t/J(z)s.. {w(z)} +tjJ(z)R.. {w(z)}
.1=_+1 .

=tjJ(z)S.. {w(z)} + fp,JeZJ
i=a+1

where :EaRZk and f,d¢ converge for Izl<1.
i=n:+l 1:=_+1

By definition, tjJ(z)S.. {w(z)} -<qS..(z).

Hence by Lemma 3 with p=2, z=reiO, O<r<1,

.r: ItjJ(z)S,,{w(z)} I2dO<]: IS.. (z) 12dO

]:Is..(z) tf1Fak- dk)zk 1
2dO<1IS.. (z) 1

2dO

tlakl72k+ :E lak-dkl 72k<t IAkl 72k, Q<r<1
i~O i~.+l i-O
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LEMMA 5. Let f(z)=Dz¢-<qF(z)='f:AiZk in E. Let F(O)if=O and f(z)=tjJ(z)F
o 0

'{w(z)} in E. In some neighhorhood of the origin, let

[ fez) ll/2= 'EbiZk, boif=O
tjJ(z) ~ 0

IF(z)] 1/2= 'EB,lZk, Boif=O,
l- 0
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Proof. Let (i,.(z)=0,,;;", M,.(z)=f:,BJ<Z", p,.(z)=EB,,;;k
i=O i~O i-.+l

= [f( ) Jl/2 1/2Then (i,.(z) + :EbJ<Z" = --I.(z)- = [F{w(z) }] =211,. {w(z) }+P,,{w(z)}
i-.+1 'f' z

=M,,{w(z)} +:EeiZ" for near z=O.
i=JI+r

fW ~ ~H ,p(zf and F(z) have one or more zeros in E, [f(z)lIfi(z)] and [fez)] would not:

be regular throughout E. In this caseif]{J<Z" and i~;z", though convergent in some

neighborhood of the origin, may not separately converge throughout E. But since w(z),
(i,.(z) , M,,(z) are all regular in E the function

M,.{w(z)} -(i,,(z) = E(b,,-e,,)z"
1-.+1

is regular for Izl<1. Hence E(b,,-e,,)z" converges in the full unit disc Izl<I. Thus
1==_+1

(i,.(z)+I;(b,,-e,,)z"=M.. {w(z)} and M,.{w(z)} is regular and subordinate to M ..(z) in E.
1=.+1

LEMMA 6. Let f(z)='taJ<Z", aq =1=0,
i=q

be quasi-subordinate to F(z)=pJ<Z" in E and F(O)~O. In some neighborhood of the

1;2 =
origin let [F(z)] =:EBJ<Z", Bo~O,

o

Proof. We use the same notation as in Lemma 5. Since F(O)~O and f(z)N(z)=Ffw
(z)}, it follows that f(z)f,p(z) cannot vanish at z=O. Let ro=min {Ial, I}, where a is
a zero of f(z)/Ifi(z) close to the origin, laf<:t. Let ro=I if f(z)/Ifi(z) does not vanish in
E. Then for Iz I<ro

[..fJ~_~ 1/2 = f:,bJ<Z" b =1=0
,p(z) J 0 ,0

and

f(Z)=9(z)~ bJ<Z"r
9(z) has a zero at the origin if f(z) has one and of the same order q2:::0. For n>q
and r<ro we have

a,.= 2~ f 1:I=r ~:t dz= 2~ f,:,:r ,p(z)~'ijJ<Zk)2 ;;1
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=-21. J ,p(z) (~~)2 ~~l
1rt 1..1 "r \j~O iC-

Since ,p(z) ~~&Zkr is regular in Izi <1 the last integral is independent of r for O<r<

1. For z=rei°, O<r<l,

la-I < 2:"" r
o

% l,p(z) I ID~12dO< 1 r: I B~12dO
JU J0 1-0 2'JrT" q J0 i-O

Letting r-+1 and using Lemma 5 we have

3. Main theorems and proofs.

~ ~

THEOREM 1. Let f(z)=D~, aq*O, q>l, be quasi-sabordinate to F(z)=EA~ in K
i-'l 1-1

Let F(z) be univalent and spiral-like in E so that for some real a, lal < ;, R..[F

r.(~? J>O in E (F(z) starlike when a=O). Then

la-I «n-q+1) JAIl <n IAII, n=q, q+l, q+2, .

Proof. H G(z) = (F(r») 1;2=:E1)2k_Irk-1
i=1

then R.[eia zg'(~) J=R..[eia r:~~) J>O in E.

Hence G(z) is an odd function, spiral-like in E. H P(z) denotes an even functoin, reg-
ular and having a positive real part in E with P(O)=l, then, letting

P(z)=>'.P2&Z2i, eiazGl (z) =[P(z)cosa+isina]G(z)
t=O

0-1

we have eia(2n-l)D2n-I=eiaD2n-1 +cosaL,P2(,,-k> ·D2k-1
i-I

0-1

(n-I) ID21J- I I<2: ID2k-ll, n=2, 3, 4, ...
1=1

It follows by induction that ID 2tI- I I~ IDII, n~2. From Lemma 6, we have for n>q

THEOREM 2. Let
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Let F(z) be univalent in E. If F(z) is not the KDehefunction Alz (1-ez)-2, lel=l,
then

lim\~\<IAd
......= n

Proof. Since

is univalent in E it follows from a tlieoIem due to Hayman [5J that lim ID2lt- l I=a exi.-=
sts and a<IDII except for the Koebe function, F(z)=Al z(1-ez)-2, lel=l. In thiscase
ID2lt - l l<IDd for n>No(F) and so

lim I~ I<lim-.LtID2k_112=a~IDlI2= IAll .
.....<XI n ,,_0<;1 n )=1

When F(z) is the Koebe function, which is starlike in E, then Ia" I<n IAll for all p0

sitive integers by theorem 1.

THEOREM 3. Let

fez) = ta"zn -<qF(z) = tA"zn, fez) =q,(z)F {w(z)} in E.
1 1

Let q,(O)=f30, w' (0) =al. Let p(f30, al)= 11301 +(1-11301 2) lall.
Then

(1) lad <lf3oad IAd<IAd
(2) I~I <p(f30, al)max{lAll, IA21} < ~max{IAd, IA21}.

The inequalities appearing in (1) and (2) are all sharp.

Proof. We let

¢(z)=r-;A.z.", w(z)=:f:a,,~, lp(z) 1<1, Iw(z)I<lzl.

H fez) =q,(z)F {w(z)}, then

~=(~flRZk)[Al (alz+a2z2+···) +A2(alz+a2z2+ ...) + ...J

:. al=floalAI and a2=(f3oa2+.8Ial)Al+.8oa12A2'

Since 11101<1. lad <1, we have lad<IA1 1.
Since la21<1-lalI2, Iflll<r-lfloI 2 for rounded functions w(z) and q,(z). we have

If30a2 +fllalI + Ifloa2~ I<11301 (1-la lI 2
) + lall (1-11301 2) + If30a121

= Iflo I+ (1-11301 2) lail =p(f30, al)

Hence

(3.1)
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Inequality (3.1) is sharp. For if 0<,s0<1, 0<aI<1 and

¢J(z)=l~~=,s0+(1-,s02)Z+······

then
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,soa2+,sIal + .Boa12=,s0+ (1-,B02)aI=p.(f3o, aI)

tl:l=C80(1-aI2) + (1-,s02)aIJAI+ ,soaI2A 2

H A I=A2, then a2=p.(.80,aI)AI=p.(,s0,aI)max{lAI I,IA2l} and so (3.1) is sharp. H
either l,sol =1 or lall =(1 + l,so) 1-1 then p.(,Bo, aI)<1 and in this case inequality (3.1)
becomes

(3.2)

H lall<~ the inequality lall«1+1,s0\)-lissatisfiedand then (3.2) follows. H lall>

~, then m:x p.(,Bo, al) occurs for l.so I= ~ Iall <1 and has the value (I all + IIall)

which lies in the interval (1,5/4). When

!(z)=( 1+~)F(z) in E,
2+z
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